


new generation is come



Ducati renews the XDiavel range by introducing two new versions for 2021: the XDiavel Dark and the
XDiavel Black Star.  XDiavel, the Ducati cruiser that combines the best of both worlds, is renewed, still

remaining true to its philosophy. 
 

The new sports version, the Black Star, and the matt black total look version, the XDiavel Dark,
 further enhance the strengths of the XDiavel. These include the ability

 to combine exciting performance, sports bike power and refined 
electronics with the typical cruiser features: a long low and 

comfortable bike with advanced footpegs and a powerful torque even at 
low revs, but also top materials and finishes.

The Power of Opposites



You can tell it is a Ducati at the first
corner: the way it leans, its
technical content, its cutting-edge
electronic package and high
performance guarantee an
unforgettable riding experience.
The wide  handlebar and advanced
footpegs of the new XDiavel, on the
other hand,  offer riding feelings
that allow a relaxed and
comfortable ride at any speed.

Riding
pleasure



The new XDiavel offers a relaxed riding
position, being characterised by
 a low seat and advanced footpegs.
Starting from this, the many possible
 settings and the extensive catalogue of
accessories allow all riders to
 adapt the bike to their riding style and
physical characteristics.

Ergonomics



Sed ut Displacement : 1,262 cc 
Power : 160 hp (118 kW) @ 9,500 rpm*/152 hp (112
kW) @ 9,500 rpm 
Torque : 13.0 kgm (127 Nm, 93.7 lb ft) @ 5,000 rpm* /
12.8 kgm (126 Nm, 92.9 lb ft) @ 5,000 rpm 
Dry Weight : 221 kg (487 lb) 
Safety Equipment: Riding Modes, Power
Modes, Cornering ABS, Ducati Traction
Control, full-LED lighting system. 
Maintenance : 15,000 km (9,000 mi) / 12 months 
Disclaimer Euro 5

spesification



Ride
by
Wire
The Ride-by-Wire (RbW)

system is an electronic

interface between the 

engine and the Diavel's fuel

grip, which allows the ideal

power level to

 be configured depending

on the Riding Mode selected.



Ducati  traction
Control

DTC is a very smart system which acts as a "filter" between the rider's

right hand and the rear wheel.



XDiavel
Black
Star
The new XDiavel Black Star

version embodies the sports side

of the  Ducati cruiser, with a

livery and equipment inspired by

the world of  sports cars. The

exclusive livery alternates matt

grey and black with 

inevitable touches of red. The

colour cuts are clean and

crossed,  echoing the graphic

concept of the X that

characterises the family.



Testast
retta
DVT 1262
The undisputed protagonist of the

XDiavel, the Testastretta DVT 1262 

twin-cylinder engine, becomes compliant

with the new European emissions 

standard, featuring an updated and

newly designed silencer layout and a 

new engine calibration. As a result, the

XDiavel delivers a maximum 

power output of 160 hp* at 9,500 rpm and a

maximum torque of 13.0 kgm at

 5,000 rpm, with an increase of 8 hp and 0.2

kgm compared to the Euro 4 

version. (*Only for countries where Euro 5

standard applies).
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